Window Treatment Color Trends 2017
Consider this classic color pick of the year when choosing window treatments for your home.

While there are many colors of the year that are decided upon by various color organizations, our
favorite choice of 2017 is taupe. The color taupe is a harmonious combination of warm brown and
cool grey creating a perfectly balanced neutral that coordinates nicely with many colors. Several
Hunter Douglas window treatments contain colors within their line that are a perfect companion to
taupe, including:

Nantucket™ Shadings
Nantucket shadings offer several beautiful colors of
taupe in the Front Street, Misty Harbor and Brant
Point fabric lines. The soft fabric vanes that appear to
float between sheer fabric panels offer an elegant and
sophisticated option for decorating your windows with
the color of the year.
Fabric shown: Brant Point, Color: Augustine
View online: hunterdouglas.ca/sheers/nantucket

Luminette® Privacy Sheers
Our Luminette Privacy Sheers are your vertical choice,
featuring graceful fabric vanes suspended between
a sheer fabric. Choose neutral fabrics that impart a
traditional style or go for a more contemporary look.
No matter what color you choose, you will be delighted
with the differing hues Luminette provides.
Fabric shown: Solar Screen, Color: Morning Haze
View online: hunterdouglas.ca/sheers/luminette

The Alustra® Collection of
Duette® Architella® honeycomb
shades
The Alustra® Collection of Duette® Architella®
honeycomb shades are one step above the rest when
it comes to fabric offerings. This product line is
constructed of rich, beautiful sheers and fabrics that
are layered with unique weaves, textures and patterns
to create the ultimate in design sophistication. While
many of the colors are of neutral tones, the Macon
fabric family has colors that are a perfect partner to
taupe.
Fabric shown: Macon, Color: Cork

Pleated shades
Pleated shades encompass a fun, whimsical family of
colors and fabrics that use plenty of bold patterns for
a creative option in window coverings. While there are
many choices, we have a few favorites that pair
zzperfectly with a taupe palette.
Fabric shown: Chloe, Color: Mocha
View online: hunterdouglas.ca/honeycomb-shades/pleated

View online: hunterdouglas.ca/honeycomb-shades/the-alustra-collection-of-duette-architella

The Alustra® Collection of Woven
Textures®
If you desire fabrics that mimic the natural environment, the Alustra Collection of Woven Textures is a
perfect choice. Choosing earth tones of browns and
greys will make a home feel warm and welcome.
Fabric shown: Zen, Color: Solitude
View online: hunterdouglas.ca/woven-woods/the-alustra-collection-of-woven-textures
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